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aMERALL ÁssEssMEň'T (provided in English, Czech, ar Slovak):

The thesis íits in the framework of modern experimenta| economics and focuses on the topic of
,,third party punishment games", i.e. the games where an uninvolved third party observes the behavior
of interacting players and has a possibility to punish the non-cooperating players, typically at its own
expense though. Mere occurence of such punishments that is documented in several experiments is a
paradox from the viewpoint of standard microeconomic theory, which is why I consider the topic
interesting and relevant.

The structure of the thesis is very |ogica|, covering a|| relevant aspects oť the topic. First chapter
offers an introduction, if somewhat shallow, into experimental economics and game theory. Second
chapter explains the concept of third-party punishment, third chapter summarizes (in a narrative way)
several psychological and institutional explanations of the occurence of punishments.

Fourth chapter is essentia|ly a review of theoretical models used in the |iterature for modeling oŤ
,,other-regarding preferences" (i.e. models where one's utility is affected by material well-being of
others). This chapter cou|d be certain|y structured better - author íirst describes various models, then
appends a brief discussion and only later discusses the strenghts and weaknesses of some of those
models with regard to third-par$ punishment. Apart from the difficult orientation in the text, parts of the
chapter seemed disconnected frorn the topic oť the ihesis. l wou|d further appreciate more of the
author's insíghts on the topic, for example, how could some the models be a|tered to better exp|ain the
third party punishment behavior?

ln the final chapter author proposes her own experiment using the theory from previous chapters.
This could be the most interesting part of the thesis, unfortunately the chapter is very brief. The three
hypotheses are stated somewhat vaguely and would definitely deserve a more detailed elaboration.
Some crucial questions that should be addressed are; in what way would this experiement contribute
to the literature on third-party punishment (other than replicating results of other experiments)? Why
did the author choose this particu|ar design oÍ the experiment? What are the predicted results (based
on which theory) and would they change if the repeated game was considered?

The literature used throguhout the thesis is rnore than satisfactory regarding both its depth and
formal presentation. I have no complaints regarding the graphical and formal structure of the thesis,
there are occasiona| language mistakes, yet theír frequency is |ow and the overal| |eve| of English is
very good throughout the thesis.

To summarize my opinion, the reviewed thesis represents a very solid and constructive literature
review of the topic in question and also ofťers an attempt at an interesting creative work' Even though
it is not extreme|y analytically demanding and it lacks any theoretical or empirical contribution, ít fu|fi|s
the standards of bachelor theses in both quality and scope and I propose the grade 2.

SUBIIMARY OF POINTS AWARDED (for details, see betow):

CATEGORY POINTS
Literature (max. 20 points) 2A

Methods (max. 30 points) 18

Contributian (max. 30 points) ,IB

Manuscipt Form (max. 20 points) 19

TOTAL POINTS (max. 100 points) 76

GRADE {1-2-3-4) 2
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